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NEW QUESTION: 1
The configuration information of G0/0/1 interface of Router A
is as follows. Which of the following statements are correct?
(Multiple Choice) acl number 3000 rule 5 deny 17 rule 10 deny
89 rule 15 deny 6
#
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/1
traffic-filter inbound acl 3000
#
A. This interface can establish OSPF neighbor relationships
with other routers.
B. This interface does not forward received FTP packets.
C. This interface does not forward ICMP packets.
D. This interface does not forward received SNMP packets.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2

This question will ask you to provide a line of missing code:
Given the SAS data set WORK.EMPLOYEE_UNFO:
The following SAS program is submitted:
In the space above, write the statement that will sort the data
by ascending Expenses values within each ascending IDNumber
value.
Answer:
Explanation:
See explanation below.
Explanation
by IDNumber Expenses;
IDNumber Expenses
2542 100.00
3612 133.15
2198 234.34
2198 111.12

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is not a configurable parameter data
type?
A. Binary
B. Decimal
C. Email
D. Array
Answer: D
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